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QUESTION: 1

The press should not be afraid of upholding and supporting a just and righteous government in a healthy manner. The press has to be eternally vigilant to protect the rights of the workers, backward and suppressed sections of the society. It should also give a balanced view of the things so that people can be helped in the formation of a healthy public opinion.

The passage best supports the statements that

(a) press has a great role to play in a democracy.

(b) the press can be used by the government as an effective media for the upliftment of the backward sections of society.

(c) the press is the only means to project to the masses the policies of the government.

(d) the freedom of press is essential for the proper functioning of democracy.

Answer

Ans: D

the freedom of press is essential for the proper functioning of democracy.

QUESTION: 2

Emerson said that the poet was landlord, sealord, airdlord. The flight of imagination made the poet master of land sea and air. But a poet’s dream of yesterday becomes today an actual achievement and a reality for all men. Even those who invented, improved and perfected the aeroplane could hardly have dreamt of the possibility of flight into outer space.

The passage best supports the statements that

(a) man has reached the climax of technologies development with the exploration into outer space.
(b)
what man imagined has never been impossible; he has always turned it a reality through his conception of ideas and sheer hard labour.
(c)
seemingly impossible imagination make one a good poet.
(d)
all imaginations become a reality some day.

Answer

Ans: B
what man imagined has never been impossible; he has always turned it a reality through his conception of ideas and sheer hard labour.

Report / Suggestion

QUESTION: 3
The virtue of art does not allow the work to be interfered with or immediately ruled by anything other than itself. It insists that it alone shall touch the work in order to bring it into being. Art requires that nothing shall attain the work except through art itself.

This passage best supports the statement that

(a)
artist should use his art for the sake of society.
(b)
art is for the sake of art alone.
(c)
art is for the sake of art and life.
(d)
art is governed by external rules and conditions.

Answer

Ans: B
art is for the sake of art alone.